

**Letter From a Vietnamese Jail**

By Leopoldo Lopez

Liberation to my family, friends, and the people of my country, Vietnam, that I will soon be released from my unjust imprisonment. My conscience is clear. I have always fought to defend the rights of my people and for the freedom of my country. I am grateful for the support of all those who have stood with me. Today I take on a new challenge: to continue the struggle for justice and democracy in Vietnam, and to work towards a better future for my nation. I ask for your continued solidarity and support.

---

**Science Increasingly Makes the Case for a God**

By Mike Rodgers

There is a scientific explanation for why there are so many beautiful things in the universe. It's not just coincidence; the universe is designed to be beautiful. The beauty of the cosmos is not just an aesthetic pleasure, but a profound insight into the nature of reality. This is not just a personal opinion; it is a conclusion reached by many leading scientists. The evidence for this conclusion is compelling, and it is time for us to recognize the spiritual implications of this scientific fact.

---

**The Great Wall of China**

By Edmund Yoder Jr.

In my recent book, "The Great Wall of China," I explore the history and significance of this iconic structure. The Great Wall of China is not just a physical barrier; it is a symbol of the Chinese people's resilience and determination. I share stories of the people who built it, the soldiers who defended it, and the stories of those who have sought to destroy it. I hope that my book will inspire a new appreciation for this magnificent achievement.

---

**Stopping the Next Cyberspace**

By Edmund Yoder Jr.

The threat of cyberwarfare is real, and we must take action to protect ourselves. By implementing a comprehensive cyber strategy, we can deter cyberattacks and ensure the safety of our critical infrastructure. The key is to have a clear understanding of the threat landscape and to develop effective response plans. With leadership and determination, we can prevent the next cyber disaster.

---

**The Old Master**

By Edmund Yoder Jr.

"The Old Master" is a novel that explores the life and times of a legendary painter. Through the eyes of this artist, we see the beauty of the world and the human condition. The novel is a celebration of art and the human spirit, and it reminds us of the power of creativity to inspire and transform.

---

**Essay on Science and Faith**

By Edmund Yoder Jr.

Science and faith are not mutually exclusive. They are both human attempts to understand the world around us. Science provides a framework for understanding the natural world, while faith provides a framework for understanding the spiritual world. Both are necessary for a full and complete understanding of life.

---

**Letter to the Editor**

By Edmund Yoder Jr.

I am writing to express my concern about the recent rise in cybercrime. We must take strong action to protect our personal and financial information. By implementing a comprehensive cyber strategy, we can deter cyberattacks and ensure the safety of our critical infrastructure. The key is to have a clear understanding of the threat landscape and to develop effective response plans. With leadership and determination, we can prevent the next cyber disaster.

---

**Book Review**

"The Old Master" is a novel that explores the life and times of a legendary painter. Through the eyes of this artist, we see the beauty of the world and the human condition. The novel is a celebration of art and the human spirit, and it reminds us of the power of creativity to inspire and transform.

---

**Coming in Books This Week**

"The Great Wall of China," a new book by Edmund Yoder Jr., explores the history and significance of this iconic structure. The book is a must-read for anyone interested in Chinese history and culture.

---

**coming in books this week**

- "The Great Wall of China" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
- "The Old Master" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
- "Science Increasingly Makes the Case for a God" by Mike Rodgers
- "Letter From a Vietnamese Jail" by Leopoldo Lopez
- "Stopping the Next Cyberspace" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
- "The Old Master" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
- "Essay on Science and Faith" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
- "Letter to the Editor" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
- "Book Review" of "The Old Master" by Edmund Yoder Jr.
The first generation of cyber conflict kicked off shortly after the dawn of the internet (then called ARPANET) in the mid-1980s. The primary actors were the old Cold War superpowers, sometimes assisted by their respective NATO and Warsaw Pact allies. The phase continued through the late 1990s, as they targeted each other’s military and government networks for the purpose of traditional state-on-state espionage. The newly created cyber domain allowed them to augment decades-old signal-intelligence.

Melania Trump on Monday asked spouses of the nation’s governors to address cyberassault in their states. "I know the many issues associated with online safety will be hard to stop, but there is a need now more than ever to teach our children healthy behavior to secure a safer future for all of them," she said before she sat down with the spouses for a cozy lunch in the White House Blue Room. Online safety is one of three components of the first lady’s “Be Best” youth initiative. She and Cyrus met last November at the White House, where he introduced her to the Smiths, of Manchester, Tennessee. Stopping the Next Cyber-Attack.

The Sony attack won’t be the last. The U.S. needs cybersecurity reform urgently. Our current approach to cyberdefense is like the Maginot Line: a costly illusion of security that’s proving obsolete against sophisticated assaults. Attacks against companies from Target to eBay to JPMorgan Chase -- combined with intrusions at the White House, U.S. Postal Service, State Department and other government targets -- is clear evidence of this. Stopping The Next Cyber-Attack.